Greetings ____________________

I am reaching out to introduce you to the Makhosi Foundation and the integral work that they do. After taking a look into this organization you’ll understand why.

They are in deep alignment with the core values of your ________________________.

The Makhosi Foundation is a sanctuary dedicated to preserving indigenous cultural knowledge & conscious spiritual traditions. In short – they are Indigenous Shamancic Healers Unifying Ancient Traditions.

They started as a small team of diasporic healers who were called back to their ancestral traditions through the ancient arts of initiation to transform into cultural therapists, advocates, and wisdom keepers in our communities.

Their aim is to raise African indigenous wisdom traditions to the setting of an ashram, temple, or monastery through educational programming as a form of transformative social justice, cultural reclamation, & restoration of human dignity.

Their roots and lineage are planted in the indigenous wisdom of Ubuntu & Ubungoma.

Ubuntu is the cultural value and philosophy that defines an authentic individual human being as part of a larger and more significant relational, communal, societal, environmental, & spiritual world. It encompasses the belief in a universal bond of sharing that connects all humanity. Ubuntu = interconnectedness.
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Ubungoma means to be with song. The song is a diverse web of ancient and cultural practices traditionally used by Southern African people. As a tradition, it has been passed down from generation to generation through experiential learning, art, song, dance, oral stories & cosmology, rites of passages, and a sustainable relationship to plants and nature.

--- Brief Program listing / how foundation brings money in ---

Makhosi foundation is a socio-cultural organization driven by programs which use experiential and educational learning to allow for cultural immersion, reclamation, restoration, and preservation. Their programs infuse some aspect of our cultural ritual therapies, which include: psycho-spiritual counseling, ritualized healing sessions, experiential mindfulness practices, ceremonial gatherings and divinatory consultations serving populations seeking an alternative healing approach to life issues such as relationships, healing ancestral and intergenerational trauma, mental health imbalances, and spiritual emergence or awakening symptoms.

Programs & Initiatives
Rites of Passage & Shamanic Initiation – elder counsel & experiential learning
Workshops, Immersions, & Ceremonies – immersive gatherings
Apothecary – access to indigenous plants & ritual therapies
Digital Library – online immersion
EP & Musical Archiving – cultural exchange
Sanctuary & Center – communal space & preservation

--- brief ask for a meeting / looking for funding ---

I’d love to meet or connect with you/your _________ to explore possibilities for funding, sponsorship, or partnership/collaboration.

--- link to website / social & story deck any other communications to send along ---

Sincerely,

__________________________
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